AbstractÐCurve matching is one instance of the fundamental correspondence problem. Our flexible algorithm is designed to match curves under substantial deformations and arbitrary large scaling and rigid transformations. A syntactic representation is constructed for both curves and an edit transformation which maps one curve to the other is found using dynamic programming. We present extensive experiments where we apply the algorithm to silhouette matching. In these experiments, we examine partial occlusion, viewpoint variation, articulation, and class matching (where silhouettes of similar objects are matched). Based on the qualitative syntactic matching, we define a dissimilarity measure and we compute it for every pair of images in a database of 121 images. We use this experiment to objectively evaluate our algorithm: First, we compare our results to those reported by others. Second, we use the dissimilarity values in order to organize the image database into shape categories. The veridical hierarchical organization stands as evidence to the quality of our matching and similarity estimation.
INTRODUCTION
G IVEN a large collection of images, unraveling its redundancies is an important and challenging task. One could use this knowledge to assist in image querying and to construct more efficient and compact image representations. In order to identify redundancy in the database, we propose the following approach: First, design algorithms to measure the similarity between images. Second, given pairwise image similarity, use similaritybased clustering to reveal the structure in the data by hierarchically dividing the images into distinct clusters. Third, identify redundancy in each cluster and use it to prune the database and pick cluster representatives; this would allow for efficient indexing into the database.
It is important to distinguish between our approach, where the clustering of x images uses only their x Â x similarity matrix, and the more typical approach, where images are first embedded in some h-dimensional vector space whose dimension should be significantly reduced using such methods as PCA. Mapping an image into such a space, in effect, requires the identification of h measurements (or ªfeaturesº) that completely describe the image. This has proven to be an elusive task. The task of image comparison, on the other hand, seems more within our reach: Rather than look for an explicit representation of images as vectors, we seek an algorithm (as complex as necessary) which receives as input two images and returns as output the similarity between them.
In this paper, we focus on the design of similarity measures, limiting ourselves to the shape dimension of similarity and ignoring other dimensions (e.g., color, motion, and context). The similarity is, therefore, defined as similarity between silhouettes. We describe our silhouette matching algorithm and show results of extensive experiments with real images. We then outline a stochastic clustering algorithm (described at length in [14] ) and argue that the good clustering results we show give objective evidence to the quality of our silhouette matching algorithm. The issue of database pruning, and how to identify within cluster redundancies to allow for efficient indexing into the database, is discussed in later work [21] .
More specifically, we describe a novel flexible curve matching algorithm to relate between feature points that are automatically extracted on the boundaries of objects. Unlike most pattern recognition applications of clustering, we use real images of three-dimensional objects, basing our similarity measure on the shape of their occluding contours. Our algorithm is designed to give a graded similarity value, where low values reflect similarity between weakly similar curves and higher values indicate strong similarity. To illustrate, given two curves describing the shape of two different mammals, we consider our algorithm to be ªsuccessfulº if it matches their limbs and head correspondingly. The matched pairs of feature points are then aligned using an optimal 2D similarity transformation (translation, rotation, and scale). From the residual distances between corresponding features, we compute a robust dissimilarity measure between silhouettes. The matching algorithm is outlined in Section 3 and the resulting dissimilarity values are compared with those reported in the literature.
According to the general approach adopted in this paper, our next step is to feed the computed dissimilarities into a pairwise clustering algorithm to obtain hierarchical clusters of similar images. A pairwise clustering algorithm exploits only proximity information and, is therefore, suitable when vectorial representation of images is not available. Instead, the images are represented as nodes in a graph with edges whose weight reflect the similarity between every image pair. In [14] , we describe our stochastic clustering algorithm, which is outlined in Section 4. Our algorithm determines the number of clusters in a (true) hierarchical manner and tolerates, to some extent, violations of metric properties (i.e., violation of the triangle inequality). We demonstrate perceptually veridical results using a database of 121 images of 12 different objects, which are hierarchically classified. The useful clustering results illustrate the quality of our matching algorithm and the usefulness of our general approach.
CURVE MATCHING: PROBLEM AND RELATED WORK
Contour matching is an important problem in computer vision with a variety of applications, including model-based recognition, depth from stereo, and tracking. In these applications, the two matched curves are usually very similar. For example, a typical application of curve matching to model-based recognition would be to decide whether a model curve and an image curve are the same, up to some scaling or 2D rigid transformation and some permitted level of noise.
In this paper, we are primarily interested in the case where the similarity between the two curves is weak. The organization of silhouettes into shape categories (like tools, cars, etc.) necessitates flexible matching, which can support graded similarity estimation.
While our approach focuses on the silhouette boundary, a dual approach is based on its medial axis. Specifically, a medial axis, together with singularities labeling, form a shock graph representation, and matching shock graphs is an isomorphism problem. The methods for solving it includes semidefinite programming [38] , replicator dynamics [32] , graduated assignment [36] , and syntactic graph matching [40] . In some of these cases, the matching is only structural, while, in others, two levels of matching (structural and metrical) are supported. The methods based on shock graphs succeed in defining a graded similarity measure and may be combined with suitable database indexing [37] , [24] . In this paper, we show, however, that our results are of the same quality in spite of using boundary representation, which is inherently less sensitive to occlusion and which does not involve the NP-complete graph isomorphism problem.
To put our method in the context of existing work on boundary matching, we first distinguish between dense matching and feature matching. Dense matching is usually formulated as a parameterization problem, with some cost function to be minimized. The cost might be defined as the ªelastic energyº needed to transform one curve to the other [5] , [8] , [10] , but other alternatives exist [2] , [12] , [15] , [30] . The main drawbacks of these methods are their high computational complexity (which is reduced significantly if only key points are matched) and the fact that they are usually not invariant under both 2D rotation and scaling. In addition, the computation of elastic energy (which is defined in terms of curvature) is scale dependent and requires accurate evaluation of second order derivatives.
Feature matching methods may be divided into three groups: proximity matching, spread primitive matching, and syntactic matching. The idea behind proximity matching methods is to search for the best matching while permitting the rotation, translation, and scaling (to be called alignment transformation) of each curve such that the distances between matched key points are minimized [4] , [20] , [22] , [45] . Consequently, these methods are rather slow; moreover, if scaling is permitted, an erroneous shrinking of one feature set may result, followed by the matching of the entire set with a small number of features from the other set. One may avoid these problems by excluding many-to-one matches and by using the points order, but then the method becomes syntactic (see below). Moreover, we illustrate in Section 5.7.3 why proximity matching is not adequate for weakly similar curves. As an alternative to the alignment transformation, features may be mapped to an intrinsic invariant coordinate frame [28] , [34] , [35] ; the drawback of this approach is that it is global, as the entire curve is needed to correctly compute the mapping.
Features can be used to divide the curves into shape elements or primitives. If a single curve can be decomposed into shape primitives, the matching algorithm should be constrained to preserve their order. But, in the absence of any ordering information (like in stereo matching of many small fragments of curves), the matching algorithm may be called ªspread primitive matching.º In this category, we find algorithms that seek isomorphism between attributed relational graphs [6] , [9] , [26] and algorithms that look for the largest set of mutually compatible matches. Here, compatibility means an agreement on the induced coordinate transformation and a few techniques exist to find the largest set of mutually compatible matches (e.g., clustering in Hough space [39] , geometrical hashing [25] , and clique finding in an association graph [7] , [11] , [18] , [23] ). Note that, at the application level, finding isomorphism between attributed relational graphs is the same problem as finding isomorphism between shock graphs (discussed above), although, in the last case, an additional constraint may apply [32] .
For our purpose of matching complex outlines, it is advantageous to use the natural order of primitives. This results in a great simplification and there is no need to solve the difficult graph isomorphism problem. Moreover, the relations encoded by the attributed relational graphs need to be invariant with respect to 2D image transformations and as a result they are usually nonlocal.
A syntactical representation of a curve is an ordered list of shape elements, having attributes like length, orientation, bending angle, etc. Hence, many syntactical matching methods are inspired by efficient and well-known string comparison algorithms, which use edit operations (substitution, deletion, and insertion) to transform one string to the other [17] , [29] , [46] . The vision problem is different from the string matching problem in two major aspects, however: First, in vision, invariance to certain geometrical transformations is desired; second, a resolution degradation (or smoothing) may create a completely different list of elements in the syntactical representation.
There are no syntactic algorithms available which satisfactorily solve both of these problems. If invariant attributes are used, the first problem is immediately addressed, but then the resolution problem either remains unsolved [1] , [16] , [27] or may be addressed by constructing, for each curve, a cascade of representations at different scales [3] , [31] , [44] . Moreover, invariant attributes are either nonlocal (e.g., length that is measured in units of the total curve length) or they are noninterruptible (see discussion in Section 5.7). Using variant attributes is less efficient, but provides the possibility of defining a merge operator which can handle noise [33] , [41] , [42] and might be useful (if correctly defined) in handling resolution change. However, the methods using variant attributes could not ensure rotation and scale invariance.
FLEXIBLE SYNTACTIC CURVE MATCHING: ALGORITHM
In this section, we present a local syntactic matching method which can cope with both occlusion and irrelevant changes due to image transformation, while using variant attributes. These attributes support a simple smoothing mechanism, hence, we can handle true scale (resolution) changes. The algorithm is outlined in Section 3.1, while the missing details are given in Section 5. We are primarily concerned with the amount of flexibility that our method achieves since we aim to apply it to weakly similar curves. Section 3.2 shows extensive experiments with real images, where excellent matching is obtained between weakly similar shapes. We demonstrate silhouette matching under partial occlusion, under substantial change of viewpoint, and even when the occluding contours describe different (but related) objects, like two different cars or mammals. Our method is efficient and fast, taking only a few seconds to match two curves.
The Proposed Matching Method
The occluding contours of objects are first extracted from the image and a syntactic representation is constructed, whose primitives are line segments and whose attributes are length and absolute orientation. Our algorithm then uses a variant of the edit matching procedure combined with heuristic search. Thus, we define a novel similarity measure between primitives to assign cost to each edit operation, a novel merge operation, and introduce penalty for interrupting a contour (in addition to the regular deletion/insertion penalty 1 We are searching for the member fiY jg P É for which the extended correspondence list has minimal edit cost. Brute force implementation of this search is computationally infeasible. The syntactic matching process is, therefore, interlaced with heuristic search for the best initial pair in É. Namely, a single dynamic programming extension step is performed for the best candidate in É (possibly a different candidate in each extension matching step) while maintaining the lowest cost achieved by any of the sequences. When no candidate in É has the potential to achieve a lower cost, the search is stopped (see below).
The pseudocode in Fig. 1 integrates the components of our matching algorithm into a procedure which gets two syntactic representations and returns a segment correspondence and a dissimilarity value. The arrays which support the dynamic programming are not referenced in this pseudocode to increase its readability. We note that the procedure CURVE-MATCHING minimizes the edit cost, which is typically negative, thus, in effect, CURVE-MATCHING is maximizing the ªgainº of matching.
The procedure INITIALIZE performs the initial pruning of pairs of starting points and returns the set of candidates É sorted by increasing potential values (see below). Full description is given in Section 5.2. Its implementation performs a few syntactic matching steps for all xx H possible pairs and computes the intermediate edit cost corresponding to this partial matching. The minimal intermediate edit cost achieved by any of the candidates is returned as ost Ã and the candidate pair which achieves ost Ã is returned as fi Ã Y j Ã g. The procedure PICK-CANDIDATE selects a particular member of É to be fed into the syntactic algorithm. To understand its operation, we need to define the concept of potential: For each candidate fiY jg that has been extended to a correspondence list of some length, we compute a lower bound on its final edit cost. This bound is based on the intermediate edit cost which has already been achieved and the cost of the best (lowest cost) possible matching of the remaining unmatched segments. We call this bound the potentil of the candidate fiY jg. The procedure PICK-CANDIDATE returns the member of É which has best (minimal) potential.
Technically, we store É as an ordered list sorted by increasing potential value. Each member of É is a candidate fiY jg and its current potential. The procedure PICK-CANDIDATE then returns the first member of É. The list É is initially sorted by INITIALIZE and its order is maintained by the procedure PREDICT-COST discussed below.
The search for the best candidate fi Ã Y j Ã g continues as long as there exists a candidate whose potential is lower than the best cost achieved so far (ost Ã ). It is implemented by the loop, which iterates as long as ost Ã b potentil. Note that ost Ã cannot increase and potentil cannot decrease during the search.
The procedure SYNTACTIC-STEP is the core of our algorithm. It is given as input two cyclically ordered sequences
x H g, which are partially matched from position i of e and onward and from position j of e H and onward. It uses dynamic programming to extend the edit transformation between e and e H by one step. Since our editing cost operation typically takes negative values, the edit cost of fiY jg could become better (lower) than ost Ã . In this case, fi Ã Y j Ã g is set equal to fiY jg and ost Ã is set equal to the newly achieved edit cost (otherwise, fi Ã Y j Ã g and ost Ã remain unchanged). Sections 5.3 and 5.4 give the full description of the procedure SYNTACTIC-STEP.
Extending the editing sequence of fiY jg is likely to increase its potential, making it a less attractive candidate. This is because the potential of fiY jg is partially determined by a lower bound on the final edit distance between the yet unmatched segments and the edit operation just added can only tighten this bound by decreasing the number of unmatched segments. The procedure PREDICT-COST reestimates the final cost and corrects the potential of fiY jg. Since É is kept as an ordered list, PREDICT-COST pushes the candidate fiY jg down to maintain the order of the list. Section 5.5 gives full details of the potential estimation.
Assuming that the reader is familiar with conventional dynamic programming implementations, it is sufficient to describe the procedure TRACE as the procedure which reads the lowest cost path from the dynamic programming array. 2 When this procedure is applied to the array associated with the best candidate fi Ã Y j Ã g, the lowest cost editing sequence is obtained. In our implementation, in order to keep space complexity low, we keep just the last few rows and columns for each array. Hence, the prodecure TRACE needs to repeat the syntactic matching for the best pair fi Ã Y j Ã g. See Section 5.4 for a description of the dynamic programming implementation.
Finally, using the correspondence we found, we refine the global 2D alignment by minimizing the sum of residual distances between matched segments endpoints. The procedure DISSIMILARITY performs the minimization, and uses the residual distances to define a robust measure of dissimilarity between the curves (details in Section 5.6).
Our approach thus combines syntactic matching with a proximity measure (in this sense, our method resembles that of [1] ). That is, we establish feature correspondence using syntactic matching and then evaluate the dissimilarity according to the residual distances between matched points. We do not use the edit distance as a measure of dissimilarity, mainly due to the fact that this quantity depends on the somewhat arbitrary parameters of the edit operation and segment similarity, whereas, typically, the best matching result is not sensitive to these exact parameters. That is, the same matching is obtained for a range of edit parameter values, although the edit distance may be different. Another advantage to combining syntactic and proximity criteria is that, in many cases, the combination provides a mechanism for outliers removal, as is demonstrated in Section 5.6.
Matching Results
We now present a few image pairs and triplets together with the matching results, which demonstrate perceptually appealing matching. In Section 3.3 below, we apply our matching algorithm to a database of 31 silhouettes given to us by Sharvit and Kimia and compare our dissimilarity values to those reported in [36] . Additional classification results will be presented in Section 4.2, using the matching of a few thousand image pairs, to provide indirect objective examination of the matching quality.
In all the experiments reported in this paper, we use the same parameter values (defined in Section 5): w I I, w P HXV, w Q VXH, and u R (with the exception of Fig. 6 , where u S). Each matching of an image pair took only a few seconds (see Section 4.2). Fig. 2 shows two images of different objects. There is a geometrical similarity between the two silhouettes which has nothing to do with the semantic similarity between 2. Note, however, that using both positive and negative costs allows for partial matching, hence the path can terminate at any entry of the dynamical programming array and not necessarily at the last row or column.
them. The geometrical similarity includes five approximately vertical swellings or lumps (which describe the four legs and the tail). In other words, there are many places where the two contours may be considered locally similar. This local similarity is captured by our matching algorithm.
The two occluding contours of the two animals and the feature points were automatically extracted in the preprocessing stage. Corresponding points are marked in Fig. 2 by the same numbers. Hence, the tails and feet are nicely matched, although the two shapes are only weakly similar. The same matching result is obtained under arbitrarily large rotation and scaling of one image relative to the other. Fig. 3 demonstrates the local nature of our algorithm, namely, that partial matching can be found when objects are occluded. Since our method does not require global image normalization, the difference in length between the silhouette outlines does not impede the essentially perfect matching of the common parts. Moreover, the common parts are not identical (note the distance between the front legs and the number of ears) due to a small difference in viewpoint; this also does not impede the performance of our algorithm. Fig. 3 also demonstrates outliers pruning using three images. In Fig. 3b , there is a shadow between two of the leaves (pointed to by the arrow) and, as a result, the outline penetrates inward. The feature points along the penetration are (mistakenly) matched with features along the tail in Figs. 4 and 6 show results when matching images taken from very different points of view. In Fig. 4 , two different views of the same object are matched and the method of iterative elimination of distances is demonstrated (see Section 5.6). Fig. 6 shows matching between three different cars, viewed from very different viewpoints and subjected to occlusion. Matching under a large perturbation of viewpoint can be successful as long as the silhouettes remain similar ªenough.º Note that preservation of shape under change of viewpoint is a quality that defines ªcanonicalº or ªstableº views. Stable images of 3D objects Qualitative matching between pictures of toy models of a horse and a wolf. Note the correct correspondence between the feet of the wolf to those of the horse and the correspondence between the tails. The results are shown without outliers pruning. In this example, all the features to which no number is attached had been merged, e.g., the segment 9-10 on the horse outline was matched with three segments on the wolf outline. were proposed as the representative images in an appearance based approach to object representation [47] .
The last example (Fig. 5 ), shows results with an articulated object, matching human limbs at different body configurations.
Dissimilarity Measurements: Comparison
In this section, we use our matching algorithm to compute a dissimilarity value, as will be explained in Section 5.6. Good matching is essential for correct dissimilarity estimation, whose values we use for quantitative comparisons with other methods. We use the image database created by Sharvit et al. (see [36] ), which consists of 31 silhouettes of six classes of objects (including fish, airplanes, and tools).
In [36] , 25 images were selected out of this database and their pairwise similarities were computed. The measure of quality was the number of instances (out of 25) in which the first, second, and third nearest neighbor of an image was found in its own class. We follow the same procedure and show, in Table 1 , the dissimilarity values which we obtain for 25 silhouettes. 3 We find that the fraction of times (out of 25) that the first nearest neighbor of an image belongs to its own class is 25/25, namely, it is always the case. For the second and third nearest neighbors, the results are 21/25 and 19/25. 4 In comparison, the results reported in [36] are 23/25, 21/25, and 20/25, respectively, whereas our results for their choice of 25 images are the fractions 25/25, 20/25, and 17/25, respectively. It is to be noted, however, that, in the framework of [36] , one can use additional information, specifically, whether the two graphs that represent a pair of shapes have similar topology.
We conclude that the two methods are comparable in quality when isolated silhouettes are matched. This is in spite of our using boundary representation, whereas symmetry representation (shock graph) is used in [36] . The shock graph representation is inherently more sensitive to occlusions, while shock graph matching requires solving the difficult NP-complete graph isomorphism problem (see Section 1). Moreover, our method can easily be adjusted to handle open curves by avoiding the assumption that the syntactic representation is cyclic. On the other hand, shock graphs must distinguish between interior and exterior.
Recently, progress has been made toward computing the edit distance between shock graphs [40] using a polynomial time algorithm that exploits their special structure. So far, however, the algorithm is not capable of dealing with invariance to image transformations and no quantitative measures have been reported. The next step in our approach involves feeding a graph of image similarity values, computed by the silhouette matching algorithm, to a similarity-based clustering algorithm. By hierarchically dividing the images into distinct clusters, we discover structure in the data. To this end, we developed a stochastic clustering algorithm [14] , whose full description is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we give below a brief review of the algorithm, showing clustering results which demonstrate the usefulness of our approach and the quality of the matching results.
Stochastic Clustering Algorithm
We represent the image database as a graph, with nodes representing the images and similarity values assigning weights to the edges. Every partition of the nodes into r disjoint sets is an r-way cut in the graph and the edges which connect between different sets of nodes are said to cross the cut. The value of a cut is the sum of the weights of all crossing edges.
Our clustering method induces a probability distribution over the set of all r-way cuts in the graph, with a known lower bound on the probability of the minimal cut. Under this distribution over cuts, we compute, for every two nodes u and v in the graph, their probability p r uv of being in the same component of a random r-way cut.
The partition of the nodes into disjoint sets, which satisfies p r uv`H XS for every crossing edge uY v, is the output of our clustering algorithm for scale level r r I F F F x. At level r I all the nodes must be in one cluster and, as r is increased, the partitions undergo a series of bifurcations. The ªinterestingº bifurcation points, which account for meaningful data clustering, can be clearly distinguished from the others. This is a major advantage of our algorithm over deterministic agglomerative methods.
Our clustering method is robust and efficient, running in yx log P x time for sparse graphs and yx P logx for complete graphs. It does not require that the similarity values obey metric relations, hence it is suitable for the present application where the similarity provided For each line, the columns that correspond to the three nearest neighbors (and the self-zero distance) are highlighted. The first, second, and third nearest neighbor are in the same class, a fraction of 25/25, 21/25, and 19/25 of the times, respectively.
by our matching algorithm does not necessarily satisfy the triangle inequality. 5 
Clustering Results
We now integrate the two steps of similarity estimation and pairwise clustering into one experiment of image database categorization. The database contains 121 images of 12 different objects; 90 of the images were collected by placing six toy models on a turntable so that the objects could be viewed from different viewpoints. The other images are the 31 silhouettes discussed in Section 3.3. For each of the six toy models, we collected 15 images by rotating them in azimuth
. We used models of a cow, wolf, hippopotamus, two different cars, and a child.
The central images 5 9 H in each of the three groups of pictures of animal models are side views (i.e., four legs, head, and tail are visible). All the different 15 images of each animal model are somewhat similar in that the same parts are visible (though, in some pictures, some parts, such as two legs or a leg and a tail, are merged into one in the silhouette). Thus, there is weak geometrical similarity between all the 45 silhouettes of the three mammals and there is weak geometrical similarity between the 30 different silhouettes of the two cars. A desirable shape categorization procedure should reveal this hidden hierarchical structure.
All the images were automatically preprocessed to extract the silhouettes of the objects and represent them syntactically (see Section 5.1). The dissimilarities between the silhouettes are estimated using the algorithm described in Section 3.1. In order to compare all the image pairs in our database of 121 images, we performed 7,260 matching assignments; this took about 10 hours on an INDY R4400 175Mhz workstation (about 5 seconds per image pair, on average).
The dissimilarity matrix constitutes the input to the clustering algorithm outlined above. When the scale parameter r is varied, the hierarchical classification shown in Fig. 7 is obtained. At the highest level r I, all the images belong to a single cluster. As r is increased, finer structure emerges. Note that related clusters (like the two car clusters) split at higher r values, which means that our dissimilarity measure is continuous, assigning low (but reliable) values to weakly similar shapes.
Since humans can do so, we assume that an ideal shape classifier can put the images of every object in a different class. It is hard to test this hypothesis since, as humans, we cannot ignore the semantic meaning of the shapes. Nevertheless, comparing with the ideal human perceptual classification, our finest resolution level is almost perfect, with only two classification errors (in the boxes marked by Ã) and the undesirable split of the fish cluster. 5 . This would also be the case had we used the generalized Hausdorff distance or the normalized edit distance [29] . The violation of metric properties is also known to exist in the function underlying our human notion of similarity between both semantic and perceptual stimuli [43] . Our categorization is obtained using only intrinsic shape information. The relative size, orientation, and position of the silhouettes within each category is arbitrary. Moreover, global information, like the length of the occluding contour or the area it encloses, is not used. Hence, we expect that moderate occlusion will not affect the classification.
FLEXIBLE SYNTACTIC MATCHING: DETAILS
In this section, we give the details of the various procedures and steps involved in the curve matching algorithm, outlined in Section 3.1. Contour representation is discussed in Section 5.1. The initial pruning of candidate global alignments is discussed in Section 5.2, where we describe the procedure INITIALIZE. The syntactic edit operations which are used by SYNTACTIC-STEP, and their respective costs, are discussed in Section 5.3. The details of the dynamic programming procedure, which SYNTACTIC-STEP uses to minimize the edit distance, are given in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, we define the potentials which are used to guide the search for best starting point and describe the procedure PREDICT-COST. Finally, the procedure DISSIMILARITY is discussed in Section 5.6.
Preprocessing and Contour Representation
In the examples shown in this paper, objects appear on dark background and segmentation is successfully accomplished by a commercial k-means segmentation tool. A syntactic representation of the occluding contour is then automatically extracted: It is a polygon whose vertices are either points of extreme curvature or points which are added to refine the polygonal approximation. Thus, the primitives of our syntactic representation are line segments and the attributes are length and absolute orientation. The number of segments depends on the chosen scale and the shape of the contour, but typically it is around 50. Coarser scale descriptions may be obtained using merge operations.
Feature points (vertices) are initially identified at points of high curvature, according to the following procedure: At every contour pixel p, an angle & is computed between two vectors u and v. The vector u is the vectorial sum of m vectors connecting p to its m neighboring pixels on the left and the vector v is similarly defined to the right. Points where & is locally minimal are defined as feature points. The polygonal approximation (obtained by connecting these points by straight lines) is compared with the original outline. If the distance between the contour points to the polygonal segments is larger than a few pixels, more feature points are added to refine the approximation.
Global Alignment: Pruning the Starting Points
The procedure INITIALIZE receives two cyclic sequences e and e H of lengths x and x H , respectively, as defined in Section 3.1. Initially, there are xx H possible starting points for the syntactic matching procedure; recall that each starting point corresponds to the matching of one segment i in e to another segment j in e H , thus defining the global 2D alignment between the two curves. However, the number of successful starting points is much smaller than xx H and they tend to correspond to similar global 2D alignment transformations for two reasons: 1) Low cost transformations tend to be similar since any pair of segments f i Y H j g, which belongs to a good correspondence list, is likely to be a good starting point for the syntactic algorithm.
2) The overall number of good starting points tends to be small since most of the pairs in e Â e H cannot be extended to a low cost correspondence sequence; the reason is that it might be possible to find a random match of short length, but it is very unlikely to successfully match long random sequences.
These observations are used by the procedure INITI-ALIZE to significantly reduce the number of candidate starting points. The procedure uses as a parameter the number t of edit operations which are performed for every one of the xx H possible starting points (in our experiments we use t S or 10). The pruning proceeds using the relation between starting points and global 2D alignments, as follows:
Every starting point f i Y H j g is associated with a global 2D alignment and, in particular, with a certain rotation angle that maps the direction of i to that of H j . Let n be minxY x H , and observe the distribution of the n rotation angles which achieved the best n edit distances after t steps. If these angles are distributed sharply enough around some central value , we conclude that is a good estimator for the global rotation. Then, we discard every starting point in e Â e H whose associated rotation is too far from . The remaining set of candidates is the set É (see Fig. 8 ).
For each candidate that remains in É, the procedure INITIALIZE computes its future potential, as discussed in Section 5.5, and sorts the list É by increasing potential values. The minimal edit distance (cost) that has been achieved during the first t steps is returned as ost Ã and the candidate possessing this cost is returned as fi Ã Y j Ã g.
Syntactic Operations Which Determine the Edit Distance
The goal of classical string edit algorithms is to find a sequence of elementary edit operations which transform one string into another at a minimal cost. The elementary operations are substitution, deletion, and insertion of string symbols. Converting the algorithm to the domain of vision, symbol substitution is interpreted as matching two shape primitives and the substitution cost is replaced by the dissimilarity between the matched primitives. The dissimilarity measure is discussed in Section 5.3.1. Novel operations involving gap insertion and the merging of primitives are discussed in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3.
Similarity Between Primitives
We now define the similarity between line segments k and H l . The cost of a substitution operation is this value with a minus sign. Hence, the more similar the segments are, the lower their substitution cost is. H -plane and measure the angle between these two directions. The cosine of twice this angle is the length-dependent component of our measure of segment similarity (Fig. 9 ). This measure is numerically stable. It is not sensitive to small scale changes nor does it diverge when H H a H H is small. It is measured in intrinsic units between ÀI and I. The measure is symmetric so that the labeling of the contours as ªfirstº and ªsecondº has no effect.
Let 
As with the scale similarity measure, the use of the cosine introduces nonlinearity; we are not interested in fine similarity measurement when the two segments are close to being parallel or antiparallel. Our matching algorithm is designed to be flexible in order to match curves that are only weakly similar; hence, we want to encourage segment matching even if there is a small discrepancy between their orientations. Similarly, the degree of dissimilarity between two nearly opposite directions should not depend too much on the exact angle between them. On the other hand, the point of transition from acute to obtuse angle between the two orientations seems to have a significant effect on the degree of similarity and, therefore, the derivative of is maximal when the line segments are perpendicular. Finally, the combined similarity measure is defined as the weighted sum:
The positive weight w I (which equals 1 in all our experiments) controls the coupling of scale and orientation similarity.
Gap Opening
In string matching, the null symbol ! serves to define the deletion and insertion operations using 3 ! and ! 3 , respectively, where denotes a symbol. In our case, denotes a line segment and ! is interpreted as a ªgap element.º Thus, 3 ! means that the second curve is interrupted and a gap element ! is inserted into it to be matched with . Customarily, we define the same cost for both operations, making the insertion of into one sequence equivalent to its deletion from the other. The cost of interrupting a contour and inserting $ connected gap elements into it (that are matched with $ consecutive segments on the other curve) is defined as w Q À w P Á $, where w P Y w Q are positive parameters. Thus, we assign a penalty of magnitude w Q for each single interruption, which is discounted by w P for every individual element insertion or deletion. This predefined quantity competes with the lowest cost (or best reward) that can be achieved by $ substitutions. A match of $ segments whose cost is higher (less negative) than w Q À w P Á $ is considered to be poor and, in this case, the interruption and gap insertion is preferred.
In all our experiments, we used w P HXV and w Q VXH. (These values were determined in an ad hoc fashion and not by systematic parameter estimation, which is left for future research). These numbers make it possible to match a gap with a long sequence of segments as required when curves are partially occluded. On the other hand, isolated gaps are discouraged due to the high interruption cost. Our algorithm, therefore, uses deletions in cases of occlusion, Each length pair is mapped to a direction in the plane and similarity is defined as osP. This value is bounded between ÀI and I. Fig. 8 . An example of initial pruning. Two curves with n minxY x H SH are matched syntactically using t edit steps (see text for details). The SH candidates which achieve best (minimal) edit cost are examined to see whether the distribution of their associated rotations shows central tendency. Here, we sample the distribution after 1, 5, and 10 syntactic steps. In this example, 5-10 steps are sufficient for a reliable estimation of the global rotation angle . We proceed by eliminating the candidates whose associated global rotation is too far from .
while, for local mismatches, it uses the merging operation, which is described in Section 5.3.3.
Segment Merging
One advantage of using variant attributes (length and absolute orientation), is that segment merging becomes possible. We use segment merging as the syntactic homologue of curve smoothing, accomplishing noise reduction by local resolution degradation. Segment merging, if defined correctly, should simplify a contour representation by being able to locally and adaptively change its scale from fine to coarse.
We define the following merging rule: Two adjacent line segments are replaced by the line connecting their two furthest endpoints. If the line segments are viewed as vectors oriented in the direction of propagation along the contour, then the merging operation of any number of segments is simply their vectorial sum. 6 The cost of a merge operation is defined as the dissimilarity between the merged segment and the one it is matched with. A comparison of this rule with the literature in given in the appendix.
Minimizing Edit Cost via Dynamic Programming
Procedure SYNTACTIC-STEP is given as input two cyclically ordered sequences e f I Y F F F Y x g and
x H g, which are partially matched from position i of e and onward, and from position j of e H and onward. It uses dynamic programming to extend the edit transformation between e and e H by one step. The edit operations and their cost functions were discussed above in Section 5.3.
The notation used in Section 3.1 hides, for simplicity, the workspace arrays which are used for path planning. Let us assume that the procedure SYNTACTIC-STEP can access an array which corresponds with the starting point fiY jg. The entry "Y # holds the minimal cost that can be achieved when the " segments of e following i are matched with the # segments of e H following H j . We will see later that it is not necessary to keep the complete array in memory.
A syntactic step is the operation of getting an array which is partially filled, and extending it by filling some of the missing entries. Our choice of extension is called ªblock completion.º Let us assume for simplicity that the reference segments fiY jg are the first ones. There is no loss of generality here since the order in eY e H is cyclic. Initially, the computed portion of the array corresponds to a diagonal block whose two corners are IY I and "Y #. When the procedure SYNTACTIC-STEP is applied to , it extends by filling in another row (of length #) and/or another column (of length ").
The decision whether a row or a column is to be added depends on the previous values of and is related to the potential computation that is discussed below in Section 5.5. Roughly speaking, we add a row (column) if the minimum of is in the last computed row (column) and we add both if the minimum is obtained in the last computed corner.
When extending the block of size " Â #, every new entry kY l is computed according to the following rule:
xy denotes the vectorial sum of the segments x IY F F F Y y, and the domain is defined below. Unlike in the ªclassicalº editing algorithm, the term r I is computed over a domain , generalizing the simple substitution operation to the substitution of merged segments. We define as a triangular subregion of which contains uu À IaP entries (Fig. 10 ). Namely:
and the computation of r I involves uu À IaP evaluations of alternatives merges. The minimal value of u is 2, which is the ªclassicalº substitution (diagonal) step.
The minimization domains for r P and r Q are illustrated in Fig. 10 by the horizontal and vertical dashed lines, generalizing the single element deletion operation to the deletion of $ elements. This operation is associated with an interruption penalty w Q and a guaranteed reward w P $, which competes with the reward of substitutions.
We note that, in order to find the minimal value for r P along the vertical line, it is not necessary to compare all its k possible values. It is sufficient to keep one index ( H ) for each column l, such that
The initial value of H is 1 and after entry kY l has been evaluated, the value of H should be set to k if
A similar argument applies to the computation of r Q . Hence, both the computation of r P and r Q have complexity yI.
Finally, according to the block completion scheme of the array defined above, it is easily verified that only the last uaP rows and columns of the block need to be stored in memory. On the other hand, if only these entries are kept, the complete path cannot be restored after the minimal edit cost is found. Hence, in our implementation, the procedure TRACE (see Section 3.1) repeats the syntactic procedure for the array possessing the best result, while keeping all of it in memory. It then follows the best path, which ends at the entry that achieved minimal edit cost, and returns it as the final matching.
Potential: Bounding the Edit Distance
In order to guide the search for the best starting point, which is interlaced with the syntactic steps, it is necessary to bound the final minimal cost of a partially computed matching. 6 . Implementation note: It turns out to be more convenient to keep, for every line segment, the attributes Y sin Y os instead of Y . It is straightforward to express the orientation similarity using the new attributes (and is, of coarse, unaffected). The advantage is that merging segments does not involve the computation of any trigonometric functions. Thus, after merge, using the input attributes i Y sin i Y os i we define x i i os i and y i i sin i , and, then, x P y P p , sin xa and os ya.
We use a tight lower bound on the edit cost estimation, termed ªpotential.º The optimality of the search is thus guaranteed. In this section, we define the potential function and explain how it is used by the procedure PREDICT-COST.
Let us consider an entry kY l in the dynamic programming array . Without loss of generality, due to the cyclic segment order, we can assume that the forward path leaving this entry lies in the rectangular block defined by the corners kY l and xY x H . We define and to be the dimensions of this rectangle: minx À kY x H À l and mxx À kY x H À l. We also define to be the maximal similarity between segments ( I w I from (3)). The lowest cost substitution thus has the negative cost À, which acts as a reward.
The values of the parameters w I Y w P Y w Q are chosen to guarantee that a diagonal path consisting of the lowest cost substitutions has the minimal possible cost. 7 Hence, the lowest cost forward path originating from kY l must contain a diagonal segment of maximal length, namely of length . The cost assigned with this part is À. In addition to the diagonal part, the forward path may contain a vertical or horizontal part of length À . In general, this part can decrease the cost only if w Q À w P À is negative. However, in the case where the value of kY l is set equal to r P or r Q in (4), it is the case that the entry kY l is already considered to be inside a gap. In this case, we can first extend the gap by À moves and only then continue with diagonal steps. Thus, the interruption penalty is avoided, and the forward path cost becomes À À w P À . Combining this bound with the value of kY l, we get a lower bound f kl on the minimal edit cost which can be achieved passing through kY l:
We refer to f kl as an entry potential and define the potential of the array as the minimum over active entry potential. An entry is active if there is a future path computation that will use its value. Hence, the entries occupying the last uaP rows and columns of the evaluated block are active.
The procedure PREDICT-COST receives as input a candidate pair of starting points segments denoted fiY jg. It computes its potential, which is the potential of the array associated with this pair (evidently, the procedure must access the dynamic programming array ). The procedure PREDICT-COST then updates the list É with the new potential value. In our implementation, we keep the list É sorted by increasing potentials and the procedure PREDICT-COST places the candidate fiY jg in its proper position after computing its potential.
Computing Curve Similarity After Matching
When the line segments are syntactically matched, the procedure DISSIMILARITY transforms the residual distances between their endpoints into a robust dissimilarity value. We may use the edit distance itself, but this quantity has two drawbacks. It depends on the somewhat arbitrary parameters of the edit operations (whereas, typically, the best matching result is not sensitive to these parameters) and it decreases without bound with increasing edited length. Normalizing the edit distance with respect to the curve length is not a trivial task [29] .
Instead of the minimal edit distance, we use its corresponding matching sequence to compute a robust proximity measure. A closed form expression for the similarity transformation (rotation, translation, and scale) that minimizes the sum of squared distances between matched point sets is given in [48] . Applying this transformation to our matched points refines the alignment that was assumed during matching since, at that time, the alignment was chosen from a finite set of xx H candidates. After optimal alignment, we define the dissimilarity d to be equal to the kth shortest residual distance, where k I P minxY x H . In the case of complete matching, the number of matched features is minxY x H and d becomes the median of the residual distances. The median is known to be a robust estimator since it is not affected by extreme outliers. When many feature points are left unmatched, as happens when the two curves are not similar, d becomes larger than the median (since k is defined by the total numbers of points, x and x H ). This increases our dissimilarity measure, reflecting the fact that the matching is partial. If the number of matched features is smaller than k, the dissimilarity is defined to be I.
We also report on two other techniques which we have found useful for identifying and removing outliers. The first is iterative elimination: In every iteration, the matched pairs that are most distant (after optimal 2D alignment) are eliminated and the rest are realigned. We chose to eliminate IH percent of the pairs at every iteration. The motivation is 7. A sufficient condition is that w P` aP IwI P . If w Q is nonzero, it is sufficient that w P À aP`w Q ax, where x is the largest possible diagonal path, namely x minxY x H . 
Discussion and Comparison to Other Methods
Below we discuss some issues relating to complexity, invariance, and direct proximity computation. A detailed comparison of our syntactic operations to other methods is given in the appendix.
Complexity
The algorithm develops jÉj dynamic programming arrays and, when it terminates, each array has been completed up to a block of some size. Let n P be the average number of entries in a completed block. The total number of computed entries is, therefore, jÉjn P . Clearly, n is a fraction of x. From the considerations discussed in Section 5.2, it follows that jÉj is typically of the order of x as well. It is possible, although not used here, to constrain the procedure INITIALIZE to return a set É of size minxY x H exactly. The overall number of computed entries is, therefore, yx Q . Every single entry computation is of complexity yu P since uu À IaP alternative evaluations are required to compute r I in (4) . Note that u is usually a small constant (we used u R). An entry computation is followed by updating the array potential. We maintain for each row and column the best score achieved there, hence, the array potential is computed in yu time after a block is completed.
How to Achieve Invariance
Available syntactic matching methods usually achieve scale and rotation invariance (if at all) by using invariant attributes. The benefit of using invariant attributes is efficiency. The drawback is that invariant attributes cannot be smoothed by merging and they are either nonlocal or noninterruptible. For example, in [27] , the orientation of a line segment is measured with respect to its successor, hence, the opening of a gap between segments introduces ambiguity into the representation (see Fig. 11 ). In [16] , the attributes which describe curve fragments are Fourier coefficients and, in [1] , an attribute called ªsphericityº is defined. Both are invariant attributes but noninterruptible. 8 Moreover, it seems to be impossible to find operators on invariant attributes that are equivalent to smoothing in real space. Instead, a cascade of different scale representations must be used [44] , where a few fragments may be replaced by a single one which is their ªancestorº in a scale space description. This requires massive preprocessing, building a cascade of syntactical representations for each curve with consistent fragment hierarchy.
In contrast, our algorithm is invariant with respect to scaling, rotation, and translation without relying on invariant attributes, while remaining efficient and capable of comparing complex real image curves in a few seconds. Furthermore, a novel merging operation was defined which accomplished curve simplification and helped in noise reduction and resolution change.
Direct Proximity Minimization
The conversion of residual distances into a dissimilarity measure is explained in Section 5.6. The reader may wonder why we can't choose a proximity criterion, like the average distance between matched points or the Hausdorff distance, and minimize it directly. The Hausdorff distance may appear to be especially attractive since it is not based on any prior feature pairing [2] , [19] .
We claim that direct minimization, which is heavily studied in the literature, is not adequate when the curves are only weakly similar. The reason is that proximity methods treat curves as two sets of points and ignore more qualitative ªstructuralº information.
An example is shown in Fig. 12 . In this example, we compare two weakly similar curves, where a permissible alignment transformation includes translation, rotation, and uniform scaling. Assuming that two sets of feature points have been extracted from the two curves, we investigate the proximity measure which is defined as the average distance between matched points. This measure is larger for the alignment shown in Fig. 12c than for the one shown in Fig. 12d . Hence, a proximity algorithm, which seeks the optimal alignment that achieves minimal residual distances, will consider Fig. 12d as a better alignment than Fig. 12c . 9 8. The Fourier coefficients are normalized individually, which means that if every fragment undergoes a different rigid or scaling transformation, the representation remains unchanged. The sphericity representation behaves in the same way. The relative size and orientation information is preserved as long as the sequence is not interrupted since overlapping fragments are used. Note that, in spite of this property, the algorithms are applied to partial matching in the framework of model-based recognition, since the solution that preserves the correct relative size and orientation information between primitives remains a valid solution and the danger of finding an undesired solution (as is demonstrated in Fig. 11 ) is small. 9. Note that the lower proximity value in Fig. 12d is not the result of the use of different global scaling since the shorter curve appears in Fig. 12c and Fig. 12d at the same size. Moreover, the lower proximity measure of Fig.  12d is obtained even though many-to-one matches are avoided and the order of points is kept. Without these constrainst, it is easy to get arbitrarily small proximity values for an arbitrary correspondence by shrinking one set of points and matching it with only a few points (or even a single point) from the other set. Fig. 11 . When the primitive attribute is measured relative to a preceding primitive, interrupting the sequence creates problems. Here, for example, the orientation information is lost when the dotted segment is matched with a gap element. As a result, the two contours may be matched almost perfectly to each other and considered as very similar.
We continue with the previous example and investigate instead the use of the directed Hausdorff distance as the proximity criterion. The directed Hausdorff distance from a point set to a point set is defined (with the Euclidean norm jj Á jj) as: h Y mx pP min qP jjp À qjj; it is equal to the largest distance from some point in to its nearest neighbor in . This measure is asymmetric and, therefore, the symmetric expression mxfh Y Y hY g is often preferred. However, when there is large image clutter, as in our case, the symmetric distance is not useful since its value is determined by the irrelevant part of the curve. Thus, the directed distance, measured from the shorter curve to the longer one, is larger for the alignment shown in Fig. 12c than for the one shown in Fig. 12d . A proximity algorithm that is based on minimizing the directed Hausdorff distance will consider Fig. 12d as a better alignment than Fig. 12c .
In contrast, because it uses local structure, our syntactic matching algorithm provides the correct matching of the curves in Fig. 12c .
DISCUSSION
This paper deals with the inherently ill-posed problem of matching weakly similar curves for the purpose of similarity estimation. Our flexible syntactic matching is based on a simple heuristic, guided by the principle that matched features should lie on locally similar pieces of curve. Naturally, this principle cannot guarantee that the results would always agree with our human intuition for ªgoodº matching, but our examples demonstrate that satisfactory and intuitive results are usually obtained. In addition, we successfully passed two more objective tests: 1) In a database of 31 images we showed that nearest neighbors, computed according to our distance, are always of the same type; 2) in a database of 121 images, clustering based on our similarity results gave perceptually veridical hierarchical structure. Note that ªsuccessfulº matching depends on the application at hand. Our method is not suitable for recovering depth from stereo, but it is well-suited for more qualitative tasks, such as the organization of an image database, the selection of prototypical shapes, and image morphing for graphics or animation.
In order to achieve large flexibility, we introduced a nonlinear measure of similarity between line segments which is not sensitive to either very small or very large differences in their scale and orientation. Our specific choice of segment similarity, combined with a novel merging mechanism and an improved interruption operation, add up to a robust and successful algorithm. The most important properties of our algorithm, which make it advantageous over other successful matching algorithms, are its relatively low complexity, its locality, which allows us to deal with occlusions, and its invariance to 2D image transformations.
We demonstrated excellent results, matching similar curves under partial occlusion, matching similar curves where the curves depict the occluding contours of objects observed from different viewpoints, and matching different but related curves (like the silhouettes of different mammals or cars). Furthermore, in a classification task using our algorithm to precompute image pair similarity, the clustering algorithm detected all the relevant partitions. This kind of database structuring could not have emerged without the reliable estimation of the dissimilarities between weakly similar images. Hence, the classification tree is an indirect and objective evidence for the quality of our matching method.
Note that, according to the appearance, based approach to object recognition, an object is represented by a collection of images which, in some sense, span the image space of that object. Our method can be used to divide the appearances of an object into clusters of similar views in order to assist the construction of an appearance based representation. We are familiar with only one other definition of a symmetric, bounded, and scale invariant measure for segment length similarity [26] . However, their matching algorithm is not syntactic and is very different from ours. In addition, there is an important qualitative difference between the two definitions (see Fig. 13 ), where our measure is more suitable for flexible matching.
As for our measure of orientation difference, we note that a linear measure of orientation differences has been widely used by others [9] , [27] , [41] , [42] . The nonlinear measure used by [26] differs from ours in exactly the same way as discussed above concerning length.
Reminiscent of our combined similarity measure (3), in [33] a coupled measure is used: The segments are superimposed at one end and their dissimilarity is proportional to the distance between their other ends. However, this measure is too complicated for our case, and it has the additional drawback that it is sensitive to the arbitrary reference scale and orientation (in the character recognition task of [33] , it is assumed that characters are of the same scale and properly aligned).
B How to Open Gaps
All the syntactical shape matching algorithms that we are familiar with make use of deletions and insertions as purely local operations, as in classical string matching. That is, the cost of inserting a sequence of gaps into a contour is equal to the cost of spreading the same number of gap elements in different places along the contour. We distinguish the two cases since the first typically arises from occlusion or partial matching, while the second arises typically from curve dissimilarity. In order to make the distinction, we adopt a technique frequently used in protein sequence comparison, namely, we assign a cost to any event of contour interruption, in addition to the (negative) cost from deletion/insertion of any single element.
C How to Merge Segments
A similar approach to segment merging (Section 5.3.3) was taken in [44] , but their use of invariant attributes made it impossible to realize the merge operator as an operation on attributes. Specifically, there is no analytical relation between the attributes being merged to the attributes of the new primitive. Instead, a cascade of alternative representations was used, each one obtained by a different Gaussian smoothing of the two-dimensional curve; a primitive sequence is replaced by its ªancestorº in the scale space description. 10 Compare the polygonal approximation after merging with the polygon that would have been obtained had the curve been first smoothed and then approximated. The two polygons are not identical since smoothing may cause displacement of features (vertices). However, a displaced vertex cannot be too far from some feature at the finest scale; the location error caused by ªfreezingº the feature points is clearly bounded by the length of the longest fragment in the initial (finest scale) representation. To ensure good multiscaled feature matching, our suboptimal polygonal approximation is sufficient and the expensive generation of the multiscale cascade is not necessary. Instead, the attributes of the coarse scale representation may be computed directly from the attributes of the finer scale.
Merging was defined as an operation on attributes by [41] , which also applied the technique to Chinese character recognition [42] . Their algorithm suffers from some drawbacks concerning invariance and locality 11 ; below we concentrate on their merging mechanism and compare it to our own.
Assume that two line segments characterized by I Y I and P Y P are to be merged into one segment Y . In [41] , I P and is the weighted average between I and P , with weights I a I P and P a I P and with the necessary cyclic correction. 12 Usually, the polygonal shape that is obtained using this simple ad hoc merging scheme cannot approximate the smoothed contour very well. [41] . The new polygon does not appear to give a good approximation.
10. The primitive elements used in [44] are convex and concave fragments, which are bounded by inflection points. The attributes are the fragment length divided by total curve length (a nonlocal attribute) and the accumulated tangent angle along the fragment (a noninterruptible attribute). The algorithm cannot handle occlusions or partial distortions and massive preprocessing is required to prepare the cascade of syntactical representations for each curve with consistent fragment hierarchy.
11. The primitives used by [41] are line segments, the attributes are relative length (with respect to the total length) and absolute orientation (with respect to the first segment). The relative length is, of course, a nonlocal attribute and, in addition, the algorithm uses the total number of segments, meaning that the method cannot handle occlusions. The problem of attribute variance due to rotation remains, in fact, unsolved. The authors assume that the identity of the first segments is known. They comment that if this information is missing, one may try to hypothesize an initial match by labeling the segment that is near the most salient feature as segment number one.
12. For example, an equal weight average between HXW% (almost ªwestº) and ÀHXW% (almost ªwestº as well) is % (ªwestº) and not zero (ªeastº).
Satisfactory noise reduction is only achieved in one of the following two extreme cases: Either one segment is dominant (much longer than the other one) or the two segments have similar orientation. If two or more segments having large variance are merged, the resulting curve may be very different from the original curve (see Fig. 14) . Hence, by performing segment merging on the polygonal approximation at fine scale, one typically does not obtain an acceptable coarse approximation of the shape.
